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CHAPTER 7 
APPLICABLE SOLUTION METHODS OTHER THAN THE 
IMPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME 
The implicit finite difference (IFD) scheme has been discussed in detail and its effective application 
to solve the standard parabolic wave equation as well as the wide-angle wave equation 
has been demonstrated. Other methods exist for solving the parabolic equation (PE) that merit 
attention. This chapter is devoted to briefly discussing these methods to inform the reader of their 
usefulness. Their development, direct applications, advantages and disadvantages will be examined. 
7.1. THE SPLIT-STEP FOURIER ALGORITHM 
After the standard parabolic wave equation was introduced, Tappert and Hardin [1, 2] devised 
the well-known split-step Fourier algorithm for solving this equation. Initially, the split-step 
algorithm was the only available solution to the standard PE. The solution was quite effective for 
a class of problems uitable for the Fourier transform application. Moreover, the effectiveness was 
also due to the handling of an artificial bottom boundary condition which was also introduced by 
Tappert (see DiNapoli and Deavenport [3]). Recalling that the standard PE takes the form, 
i 2 i u, ffi-~ko(n (r ,z) -  l)u +~ou~.  (7.1) 
The above equation can be expressed in an operator form, namely 
where 
and 
u, = i(A(r, z) + B(z))u, 
k0 2 A(r,z) ffiT(n (r,z)-- 1) 
(7:2) 
(7.3) 
l a 2 
B(z ) ffi 2 ko az 2" (7.4) 
The split-step algorithm applied to solve equation (7.2) at r ffi r0 + Ar assumes that the solution 
takes the form 
I- I',,+~, I',o+ A, -I 
u(r, z)-- exp ki k A(r, z)dr + ik  B(z)drJ u(r°'z)" (7.5) 
The validity of equation (7.5) requires that the commutator 
[(A + B), f (A+B)dr ]=O.  (7.6) 
In general, this commutator will identically vanish only if A (r, z) is independent of z. This case 
is of trivial importance for oceanic acoustic propagation. Instead, equation (7.6) restricts the 
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applicability of equation (7.5) to environments in which A is sufficiently slowly varying with depth 
that the error incurred is negligible. 
If a further assumption is made that the index of refraction is slowly varying with range, equation 
(7.5) can be written as 
u(r0 + Ar, z) = exp[i(A (r, z) + B(z))Ar]u(ro, z). (7.7) 
To apply the split-step Fourier algorithm to solve equation (7.7), the term exp[iB(z)Ar] must be 
isolated. Tappert [1] isolated this term by assuming 
U(ro + Ar, z) ffi exp[i(A (r, z) + B(z))Ar]u(ro, z) 
exp[iA (r, z)Ar/2] exp[iB(z)Ar] exp[iA (r, z)Ar/2]u(ro, z). (7.8) 
For the validity of expression (7.8), it is required that 
[A, B] ffi 0. (7.9) 
In general, the operators A and B do not commute and it is not difficult to show that the error 
incurred by assuming the commutativity of the operators A(r, z) and B(z) is 
{exp[iA (r, z)Ar/2] exp[iB(z )Ar] exp[iA (r, z )Ar /2] - exp[i[A (r, z) + B(z )]Ar]}u 
i(Ar)3[ [On2'~ 2 402n202u 403n20u lcq4n 2 ] 
- ~ ko~z;  U -ko  Oz 20z  2 ko Oz 30z ko Oz 4 u + ' . . .  (7.10) 
To proceed, let V=exp[iB(z)Ar]exp[iA(r,z)Ar/2]u(ro,z), F be the forward Fourier trans- 
formation, and F -I be the inverse Fourier transformation. Since V=F-I[F(IO], one obtains 
exp[iB(z )Ar] exp[i.4 (to, z )ar /2]u(ro, z) 
.s 2 
= F- l {exp [ -  i ~o  Ar ] F exp[iA (ro, z )Ar /2]u(ro, s) } 
= s 2 ~o z)Ar/2]u(roz) exp[-izs] dz} (7.11) F-'{exp[i~ooArlf_®exp[iA(ro, 
Then, the split-step Fourier solution to equation (7.2) is 
u(ro+Ar, z)=ex p z-~(n2-1)Ar]F -~ exp z~0Ar  (exp[t•(ro, z)Ar/2]u(ro, z)) , (7.12) 
where the Fourier transform F is numerically calculated with the fast Fourier transform at every 
range step. The split-step solution can thus be marched step by step in range. The algorithm is 
stable. In numerically calculating the Fourier transform an artificial bottom is added to the medium 
below the depth of interest such that the field decays to zero there. 
In applying the split-step algorithm to solve equation (7.2), two properties must be satisfied; (1) 
the algorithm assumes the commutativity of the operators A (r, z) and B(z) and (2) the field decays 
to zero at some depth in the ocean. The first property is not true in general, however, the error 
that is introduced may be made negligible by using a sufficiently small step size in range. From 
equation (7.10), we see that this error depends on the depth gradient of the index of refraction. 
Thus, to use the split step algorithm, discontinuities in the index of refraction must be smoothed. 
The second property is not always true, however, it can be achieved by introducing an absorbing 
layer deep in the ocean bottom such that the field vanishes inside the absorbing layer. 
Computer codes which implement the split-step algorithm exist at many research laboratories 
and institutions which engage in predicting sound propagation i the ocean. A notable computer 
code is PAREQ, developed and maintained at SACLANT ASW Research Center [4, 5]. Another 
computer code, designed by Harvey Brock [6], is now maintained by It. Baer and J. Perkins at 
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. A third code was kept at the University of Miami by F. D. 
Tappert. These codes and codes in other research laboratories and institutions are used for both 
research and applications. 
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It should be noted that in some applications, the split-step algorithm requires very small range 
steps to achieve the desired accuracy. The requirement ofusing a small Ar costs computation time, 
as discussed by Kew, ley et aL [7]. Also, the introduction of an artificial bottom may not be 
appropriate where the bottom interaction is strong and hence, requires a more careful treatment. 
7.2. THE NUMERICAL  ORDINARY D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATION METHOD 
Introducing an absorbing layer deep within the ocean bottom to insure that the field decays is 
a very good idea; however, it is inappropriate in an ocean environment where the exact bottom 
interaction is important. For cases where it is necessary that the exact boundary condition be 
satisfied, Lee and Papadakis [8] applied a family of generalized Adams methods, developed by Lee 
and Preiser [9], to solve equation (7.2). 
Using the following definitions: 
a(ko, r, z) = 2 ko(n'(r, z) - 1) 
and 
equation (7.2) can be written as 
i (7.13) 
b(ko, r, z) = 2ko' 
u, = a(ko, r, z )u + b(ko, r, z )u~. (7.14) 
Lee and Papadakis [8] applied the method of lines [10], a discretization of u= by a second order 
finite difference in the depth direction, to bring equation (7.14) into a system of first order ordinary 
differential equations, 
dum bm 
dr ffi a'~um + (-'~z)2(u"+' +2u, ,+ urn-i), 
where 
a~, = a0(k0, r, z,.) and b,. = b(ko, r, zm). (7.15) 
The equivalent matrix form of equation (7.15) is given by 
di/ i  , 
dr 
du2 
dr 
du.,_t i 
dr- 
L. dr 
2b~ bt ~!_(~)~ ( -~ o ... o 
b~ 2b2 b2 ... 0 
(Az)~ a'" (t~z)2 (AZ) ~ 
2bin_ I b in - |  
0 0 0 "'" ~"-~- (Az)2 (Az)2 
b. 2b. 
0 0 0 . . .  
i ut 
U2 
t/m- I 
/d m 
+ 
b! 
0 
b. 0 [ 
, (--~----~ u,,,+ i 
(7.16) 
where u0 and um+~ are surface and bottom boundary points at range r. 
The above system can be compactly stated in a matrix form as 
u" ffi A(ko, r, z)u + g(ko, r, z, u) (7.17) 
The g(ko, r, z, u) vector contains the surface and the bottom boundary conditions expressed by the 
first and the last components respectively. Thus, equation (7.17) is an initial boundary value 
problem. Note, that if the surface and bottom boundary conditions are zero, then equation (7.17) 
is an initial value problem as treated by the split-step algorithm. 
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Numerical solutions to the system of equations given by equation (7.17) can be obtained using 
nonlinear multistep (NLMS) methods [11]. NLMS methods have the expression 
k k 
~, ~,exp[Ah(k - i)]u'+' ffi h, ~ ¢p~,(Ah )g,.,, (7.18) 
i f0  i -0  
for a k-order method; ~ are scalars and ak # 0; also 
I~ol + I~.(~o(Ah))l > 0. 
If dpa(Ah) ffi 0, the method is explicit; if ¢pa(Ah) -~ O, then the method is implicit. 
To solve equation (7.17), a family of NLMS methods was selected. This selection sets 
• k = -~- i  = 1, 0ct_, = ~-3  =. . .  = ~, = ~0 = 0. Then equation (7.18) becomes 
k 
u~+ 1 = eAhu, + h ~ c~k~(Ah)g~+ . (7.19) 
I -0  
If dp~,(Ah)=0, formula (7.19) is called the generalized Adams-Bashforth (GAB) method. If 
dpa(Ah)#O, formula (7.19) is called the generalized Adams--Moulton (GAM) method. 
GAB-GAM methods are designed to solve differential equations of the form (7.17) where 
g(k 0, r, z, u) is a low order polynomial in r and A is a constant matrix in r. In applications to ocean 
acoustic propagation, g(k.o, r, z,u) can be approximated by a low order polynomial in r; therefore, 
GAB-GAM methods may be used efficiently. In general the components of the vector g are 
nonzero due to nonzero boundary conditions. Consequently, the implicit method will be 
advantageous. Below, we will show how special handling of the bottom boundary condition plus 
a pressure release surface allow the nonzero bottom component to be incorporated into the A 
matrix thus making g(ko, r, z, u) totally independent of u. This allows the use of a large step size. 
Lee [11] derived a criterion to select he step size h for the corrector's convergence as 
II° ll II~a(Ah)ll ~u h < 1. (7.20) 
The bottom boundary component of g(k0, r, z, u) can be incorporated into the A matrix leaving 
g completely independent of u; therefore, ][ag/Ou I[ -- 0, which implies that a very large step size 
can satisfy expression (7.20). 
This treatment does not necessarily require using implicit methods. Carrying out the application 
for low accuracy requirements, the following formula is used, in which the order k is chosen to 
be 1, and the method is chosen to be explicit. 
For 
Olo (Ah  ) = - (Ah  ) - i (eAh _ I )g l  , (7.21) 
the numerical GAB solution to expression (7.17) is 
u,+ I ffi e~u . _ h(Ah)-ICe~ _ l)g,. (7.22) 
Next, we describe how the general boundary condition was handled to be useful for this solution. 
Consider the general bottom boundary condition in the form 
a(z )u(r, z) + ~ (z )u,(r, z) = ?(z), (7.23) 
where u, indicates the normal derivative to the boundary. If the bottom is not plane parallel to 
the flat horizontal surface, let it intersect the horizontal surface at an angle O, then the normal 
derivative UN = UzCOS O --u,~n O. Since u satisfies the parabolic wave equation (7.14), then 
uN ffi u:cos O - sin O(a(ko, r, z )u + b(ko, r, z )u,). (7.24) 
If we replace u= by a second order central difference, u, by a first order forward difference and 
substitute quation (7.24) into equation (7.23), we obtain 
u,,, + i ffi Pu,. + Qu,,, _, + R, (7.25) 
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where 
p = 2 b(ko, r, z) sin O - p(z)(Az) cos O + (0~(z) - pa(ko, r, z) sin O)(Az) 2 
b(ko, r, z) sin O - ~(z)(Az) cos O (7.26) 
and 
p(z )b(ko, r, z) sin O 
Q = b(ko, r, z) sin O -//(z)(Az) cos ~9 (7.27) 
~(z)(Az)" 
R = b(ko, r, z) sin O - p(z)(Az) cos O" (7.28) 
Equation (7.25) can be incorporated into the last two row elements of the matrix of equation (7.16) 
giving 
b, 
a,~,_ i = (Az): - Q (7.29) 
and p 
2 b,, 
a,, = a, (Az ) ~ P. (7.30) 
The modified g(k0, r, z, u) vector is given by {0, 0 ..... 0, R}. Since g(k0, r, z, u) is now independent 
of u, ll0gl0ull -- 0. This indicates that the inequality (7.20) is satisfied for any h; therefore, an 
arbitrary range step size may be chosen. 
The existing computer software to solve expression (7.17) is only available at the Naval Under- 
water Systems Center, New London Laboratory of Connecticut, U.S.A. This code does not have the 
capability of treating interface boundaries. For a large number of depth partition points, the 
solution suffers a memory storage problem. This problem was overcome by a different treatment 
of the matrix exponential, suggested by Lee et aL [12]. 
Let us use equation (7.22) to discuss their improvement. Let R(B)  be a rational function of the 
matrix exponential e a, where B --Ah, in the form 
R (B)  = Q-'(B)P(B), (7.31) 
where Q(B) and P(B)  are both polynomials in B. If 
u = R(B)v. (7.32) 
a matrix-vector product, then u can be computed by 
Q(B)u = e(B)v. (7.33) 
In the application to ocean acoustic wave propagation problems, B is a tridiagonal matrix for 
two-dimensional problems. Ref. [12] requires that Q(B) maintain the sparsity of B (a triagonal 
property). To achieve this, a restricted Pade (RP) approximation [12] is applied to replace the 
present Pade approximation. In practice, express 
Q(B) -- (I - cB) k, (7.34) 
as a (k + 1) order approximation to • 8 so that Q(B) is a polynomial of degree k with real roots. 
Further, for efficiency, require 
k 
Q(B) = I'] ( I -  c,B). (7.35) 
I - - I  
For the diagonal and two-subdiagonal RP approximation, the constants cl in equation (7.35) are 
in general complex and distinct. As a result, equation (7.33) can be solved recursively by 
Uo = P(e)v  
(I - ciB)ul = u1-1, i = I, 2 ..... k (7.36) 
~ -.~ l lk .  
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Therefore, to solve equation (7.33) only one matrix, ( I -  c~B), need be factored, although k 
solutions of expression (7.36) are required. Often, though, the k solutions are no more expensive 
than multiplying a vector by Q(B) .  In particular, this is true for applications to two-dimensional 
underwater acoustic wave propagation problems. 
Using the first order RP approximation to e n, i.e. 
e s ~. (I - B) -I , (7.37) 
and substituting it into equations (7.22), one obtains, after simplification, 
(I  - Ah )u "+ ~ = u" + hg,. (7.38) 
This is a much simpler and more computationally economical formula than equation (7.22). For 
higher order approximations, the reader is referred to Lee [11]. 
It should be noted that if expression (7.15) is only an initial value problem and, in addition, the 
medium is range-independent, then the solution to expression (7.15) using the generalized Adams 
method, is 
un+ I ~ eAh[4n. 
The matrix exponential can be calculated in advance, thus, to reach the maximum range, one large 
step can be taken provided the storage can accommodate he e Ah matrix. 
7.3. A STABLE EXPL IC IT  F IN ITE  D IFFERENCE SCHEME 
In our discussion of the IFD scheme, we showed that if a conventional explicit finite difference 
scheme, e.g. Euler's scheme, is used to solve the standard parabolic wave equation, the scheme is 
unconditionally unstable. This is why we applied the unconditionally stable IFD. However, explicit 
schemes, if stable, have a number of notable advantages. They are: (I) easy to implement; (2) easy 
to vectorizc; (3) suitable for super pipe-lined computers and (4) require less memory storage. These 
advantages make stable explicit schemes extremely attractive for solving multi-dimensional 
problems. Thus, explicit methods have an important potential application to three-dimensional 
problems. Chan et al. [13] introduced a dissipative term to the conventional unstable schemes and 
derived a family of new explicit finite difference schemes which are conditionally stable. These 
schemes span two range levels and are of order 0(k, h 2) in accuracy. They were primarily developed 
to solve equations of the Schrrdinger type, the parabolic wave equation is a member of the 
Schrrdinger family; therefore, these stable explicit schemes are immediately applicable to the 
standard parabolic wave equation. This section presents stable explicit schemes and discusses their 
development and stability criteria. 
Chan et al. [13] considered the simplest equation of the SchrSdinger type as a starting point 
u, = iu=. (7.39) 
For deriving stable explicit schemes, a dissipative term R is introduced into equation (7.39) to 
obtain 
u, = iu= + R. (7.40) 
The form of R required to establish stability is not necessarily unique. The following forms of R 
have been extensively studied and details may be found in Ref. [13]: 
R = (~ + i/~)ku,,, 
R = (~ + i#)h2u,,, 
R = (~ + i#)ku== 
and 
(7.41) 
(7.42) 
(7.43) 
R = (~ + i#)h'u,=,. (7.44) 
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Among the four above dissipative terms, expression (7.44) is the most promising, having the least 
restrictive stability constraint. This scheme is the one we applied to solve a real problem (Problem 
2 described in the Example section). 
To understand more about the theoretical development of equation (7.40), let us again consider 
the simple model equation (7.39) to which we add the dissipative term (7.44) to give 
u, = iu= + (~ + i~)h2uz:=. (7.45) 
The explicit scheme to solve expression (7.39) can be derived simply: 
uj = i  - h4 . (7.46) k ~" . ]+(~t+i / / )h  2 uj+2 4uT+~+6uT-4u j_ t+uT_  2 
Chanet al., proved the following theorem relating to the use of expression (7.46) to solve equation 
(7.39). 
Theorem 
The scheme (7.46) is stable if and only if ~t < 0 and 
~-7~min --2% 16e2+(4~_ i )  2 . 
The least restrictive stability constraint is 
k 1 
h2~<2 , 
and is obtained when ~ = -1/4, /~ = 1/4. 
Proof It can be shown that the characteristic polynomial for expression (7.46) is 
G= 1 - i~-i2 r /+ (or + it)  ~---i ~/2 , 
where 
Thus, we have 
~/= 4 sin 2 (coh/2). 
IGI2= 1+~2 -I- ~ -~/  
(7.47) 
(7.48) 
The condition JGI2~ I reduces to 
+ 2 ~ - 2 ~#~ + #2)~2 
from which it follows directly that the condition on k/h 2 is 
k -2u  
h --~ ~< g(q) - 01217 2 + (~T/ - 1) 2. (7.49) 
First, we must have ~ < 0. By differentiating (q), it can be verified that g(t/) cannot achieve its 
minimum within the interval 0 ~< ~ ~< 4. Thus the condition on k/h 2 reduces to 
k 
h-- i ~< min(g(0), g(4)), 
which is exactly condition (7.47). 
To make the r.h.s, of condition (7.47) as large as possible, one should take [ /=  1/4. Condition 
(7.47) then reduces to ( ') h-- ~ ~< rain - 2 ~t, 
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From 2a -- 1/8 a, we obtain ~ = -1/4,  establishing expression (7.48). 
Note that when a < 0, the truncation error is of order 0(k, h2). It is interesting to note that if 
--0 and fl -- -1/12, the truncation error becomes O(k, h 4) because the r.h.s, of equation (7.46) 
becomes a fourth order approximation to/uzz. Chan et al. [13] proved that this higher order scheme 
is unstable. 
This scheme was computer implemented and its validity and accuracy were tested using Example 
2 in the Example section. The test results were so encouraging that Chan and Shen [14] extended 
this scheme to handle the three-dimensional parabofic wave equation developed by Siegnmnn et 
aL [15]. The advantages of stable explicit schemes are strongly exhibited in three-dimensional 
applications which are beyond the scope of this monograph. 
Owing to its success in solving equation (7.39), the above scheme has been extended to solve 
equations of the form 
u, = Au,: + Buz + Cu + f.  (7.50) 
The ocean acoustic parabolic wave equation is in the format of equation (7.50) with B =f  = 0. 
This section only presents those methods which have been applied to solve the wave equation 
in this volume. There exist other methods which are applicable to solve the same wave equation 
which have not yet been applied; some of these methods can be found in Sehultz and Lee [16]. 
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